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Early and rapid diagnosis of gastric cancer is a great challenge for clinical doctors. Dramatic 
progress of computer vision on gastric cancer has been made recently and this review focused on 
advances during the past five years. Different methods for data generation and augmentation have 
been presented, and various approaches to extract discriminative features compared and evaluated. 
Classification and segmentation techniques are carefully discussed for assisting more precise 
diagnosis and timely treatment. Application of those methods will greatly reduce the labor and 
time consumed for the diagnosis of gastric cancers.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Gastric cancer is one of the most severe tumors with high mortality. Rapid and accurate diagnosis 
of gastric cancer or risk of gastric cancer through multiple imaging processes contributes greatly 
to prompt treatments. However, it is not only time consuming for analyzing the patients’ gastric 
images, but also a risk of missing important images because sometime lesion images differ only 
moderately from the normal images. Fortunately, with the development of computer vision 
techniques and the improvement of computing power, it is possible to design proper methods for 
assisting the experts to analyze the medical images, making diagnosis with higher accuracy and 
efficiency. There is no doubt that in this era computer vision techniques will help the doctors make 
better diagnosis with less manpower in the field of gastric cancer and other medical fields. 
Recently, computer vision has been rapidly developed and shown high performance in nature 
picture processing.  
There are several advantages of the implementation of computer vision methods on gastric cancer 
diagnosis. Compared with traditional diagnosis highly relying on professional doctors, computer 
aid diagnosis has the potential to be faster, more precise, and less relying on manpower. Currently, 
lesion classification, and cancer region detection and segmentation are the mostly studied 
methods. 
Lesion Classification identifies the kind of gastric lesions that a patient has, i.e. classifying the 
pictures into different categories: lesion, cancer or normal. Lesion classification is an image-level 
categorizing task by computer that helps doctors to rapidly screen patients’ gastric images. Cancer 
Region Detection and Segmentation is the extension analysis of lesion classification that locates 
the regions of lesions or cancers in a given image. For region detection, a bounding box is set 
around the lesion or cancer in the image. For segmentation, the exact boundary of the lesion or 
cancer is identified, and in other words, segmentation can be viewed as a pixel-level classification 
task that identifies whether each pixel in the image belongs to cancer region or normal region. The 
lesion region detection and segmentation will provide a more detailed information for the doctors, 
helping them to better analyze the medical images and even to remove cancer tissues more 
precisely during operation. Some less studied tasks that may help doctors’ diagnosis to some 
extent, including counting lymph nodules, tracking cancer cells, providing panoramic view of 
stomach, cell nuclei segmentation and 3D reconstruction, etc.  
Importantly, appropriate methods for feature extraction and classification are two critical 
components and steps for a successful process of a specific clinical image data. Here, I review the 
papers of past five years (2015-2019) on computer vision in gastric cancer focusing on the 
progress and future application of feature and classification techniques. 
The imaging methods for collecting image data including computed tomography (CT), endoscopy 
[standard endoscopy, chromoendoscopy, magnification endoscopy with narrow-band imaging 
(M-NBI), wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE), white-light endoscopy (WLE)], pathological 
images, X-ray, and optical coherence tomography (OCT). 
2. METHODOLOGY 
Search string “(gastric cancer) AND (computer vision)” on Web of Science, Scopus, and PubMed. 
Then choose paper that use computer vision method to analyze gastric image data. 
3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Lesion Classification 
Due to the insufficiency of images with lesions, generative adversarial networks (GAN) were 
implemented to generate fake images that share the same characters with real ones to boost the 
strength on classification [1]. For the fact that when a patient is diagnosed as a disease based on 
image appearance we absolutely know that there exists at least one abnormal image in the series of 
images from the sick people, the classification problem is formulated as multi-instance learning 
(MIL) problem to avoid additional annotation [2, 3]. Various researches based on convolutional 
neural network (CNN) have been done [2, 4-11]. Gabor filter and gray-level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) are commonly utilized to capture texture information [12-16]. The classifier support 
vector machine (SVM) always reached the best performance among other classifiers [6, 12, 
14-17]. 
Different data should be treated differently in order to improve accuracy  
As the sources of clinical images are highly complexed, from a single image with limited pixels to 
serial or continuous images with high pixels, from images with sharp contrast to those with 
moderate or even insidious contrast, the methods for the data analyzing including preprocessing, 
feature extraction and classification should be differently selected to improve accuracy.  
Basic approaches 
Convolutional neural network (CNN)  Sharma, et al. [7] developed a self-designed CNN for 
cancer and necrosis classification. The images were annotated by 5 experts and the intersection 
areas annotated by most experts selected and augmented. For cancer classification, the accuracy of 
non-tumor was the highest (0.8203), while the accuracy of HER2- tumor the lowest (0.5809), 
perhaps due to less or no immunohistochemical responses from cells in tumor area. For necrosis 
classification, the proposed CNN outperformed AlesNet and other handcrafted methods. The 
higher distinguishability of necrosis than tumor led to the higher accuracy of necrosis 
classification based on fewer data. This may be due to the sharp contrast of necrotic tissues from 
normal or tumorigenic tissues. However, this CNN was inefficient in training and an extension of 
data with more patients required to improve the robustness. 
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) The depth information provided by scanning is 
satisfactory to distinguish the morphological differences between cancerous and normal tissues 
based on hand-crafted features. Luo, et al. [18] collected OCT images with ex vivo tissues. The 
range of 1.2mm in the depth direction beneath the boundary line of the tissue was considered as 
region of interest (ROI). The standard deviation of different depth line was used to construct the 
features. Then the features were used to classify cancerous images with the 5 well-known 
classifiers, SVM, KNN, LR, RF, and threshold classification. Although the image processing 
method is simple and effective, but lacks of universal applicability duo to limited samples and 
fixed combination of deviations from fixed depth. As the morphology of various of tissues is quite 
different, we look forward to the classification results of the processing method with in vivo OCT 
scan images. In all, OCT provides more discriminative features that is much more promising for 
future application, but needs to be promoted in paratactical application. 
Rotation-tolerant features As endoscopy images are always captured from different angles and 
the lesions have a round shape, Zhao, et al. [19] designed a rotation-tolerant image feature 
extraction method, TriZ, to classify lesion images. The images were sliced into serval rectangular 
ring layers with rectangular boxes having the same aspect ratio as the original images. The images 
were summarized as histograms with respect to the gradient and orientations of each pixel. TriZ 
with relatively less extracted features from histograms outperformed other feature extraction 
methods and random forest (RF) outperformed other classifiers.  
Superpixels Boschetto and Grisan [13] firstly segment superpixels, clusters of connected pixels 
with similar texture, with the implementation of simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC). Statistics 
including mean intensity and standard deviation, gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), and 
local binary patterns (LBP) were utilized to extract a total of 111 features from each superpixel. 
Based on the features and random forest classifier, the superpixels were classified as normal or 
abnormal. The final classification of the whole image is carried out by majority vote algorithm of 
the superpixels. The accuracy in the image level is higher than the accuracy in the superpixel level, 
and the result in superpixel level can be viewed as a kind of gastric region detection. 
Estimating salient Togo, et al. [16] improved the accuracy for classifying gastritis images by 
estimating salient related to chronic gastritis. One contribution map of patches was calculated by 
SVM classifier, indicating the relation to gastritis and non-gastritis. Another contribution map 
used for removing the regions outside the stomach. As a result, the salient regions related to 
chronic gastritis/non-gastritis is obtained with a threshold to the dot product of the above maps. 
The results showed the image-level classification accuracy was improved only with the 
information in the estimated salient regions. 
Geometric mean and geometric standard deviation Rather than the usually mean and deviation 
that may not differ significantly for different cases, Ali, et al. [15] calculated geometric mean and 
geometric standard deviation (geometric homogeneous texture, GHT) of the responses of to 
extract features from the original images. Then the metaheuristic-based genetic algorithm (GA) 
with higher accuracy was utilized to implement feature selections that discarded redundant 
features. The final results revealed that GA not only reduced dimensionality, but also increased 
accuracy. The result also indicates that GHT features have better discrimination, outperforming 
traditional local binary patterns (LBP) while SVM performed as the best classifier on the proposed 
features. 
Combinational or sequential approaches 
Combination of multiple methods Ishihara, et al. [14] proposed a method to classify X-Ray 
images of helicobacter pylori infection that counts for gastric cancer risk. They extracted several 
hand-crafted features by intensity histogram, Gabor Wavelet and other methods followed by 
feature selection method minimum-redundancy maximum-relevancy (mRMR) algorithm to reduce 
dimensionality. The authors utilize SVM and multiple kernel learning (MKL) that optimize the 
combination of kernels and parameters to classify the images. The multiple results carried out by 
the classifiers was integrated based on late fusion by expectation maximization (EM) algorithm 
that outperforms major voting. 
Multi-resolution spatial-frequency analysis Ali, et al. [12] classified normal and tumor images 
with hand-crafted texture features and well-known classifiers. They implemented 2D Gabor filter 
with 8 different scale and 8 orientations to perform a multi-resolution spatial-frequency analysis of 
the images. Multi-scale responses obtained after filtering every input image with the Gabor filters 
were combined with gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to generate Gabor-based gray level 
co-occurrence matrix (G2LCM) for analyzing the images. They finally trained 6 different 
classifiers on the features extracted by the 3 different methods. The results show that SVM 
classifier trained on texture extracted with G2LCM performs the best.  
Joint diagonalization principle component analysis Based on the idea of asymmetric principle 
component analysis (APCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD), Liu, et al. [17] proposed 
joint diagonalization principle component analysis (JDPCA) that reduced the dimension and 
solved overfitting problem to avoid loss of discriminative information on an unbalanced dataset. 
JDPCA calculated the class-conditional covariance matrix of both positive and negative samples. 
The features of the images were extracted by JDPCDA in YCbCr color space and color coherence 
vector (CCV) in RGB space. An improved SVM, ODR-BSMOTE-SVM (OB-SVM), was 
implemented on the features to finally classify the images. Besides gastric images, the authors also 
tested the method on esophagus images and received good result, indicating that JDPCA can be 
applied on various data rather than on a specific type of data.  
Slice-based on patch-based classification  Li, et al. [4] proposed a CNN based deep learning 
framework by utilizing slice-based  depended on patch-based results. They first cropped patches 
with a 224x224 window from the original image by sliding the window over the whole image of 
normal slices and locating the window over cancer area for cancerous slices. Their method 
consisted of two parts, the patch-based classification and the slice-based classification. For 
patch-based classification part, they proposed a CNN based framework with Multi-scale module 
(MSM) in shallow layers and Network in Network module (NIN) in deep layers. The MSM helps 
to detect multi-scale targets in gastric slices and the NIN better fuse the features extracted by 
MSMs with fewer parameters. In this part, the model outputted the probability of a patch to be 
normal. For slice-based classification part, they averaged the lowest 10 scores of all the patches in 
a complete slice as the possibility of cancer. With a pre-set threshold 0.2, they finally determined 
whether the slice contained cancer or not. The patch-based classification reached a high accuracy 
of 0.9793 and the final slice-based classification was of 100% correct. The authors showed that 
their method outperformed the well-known AlexNet, DenseNet, ResNet, etc. However, they did 
not present the figure of ROC, in which case their pre-set threshold might only fit this specific 
BOT dataset. More experiments are necessary to test this method on other datasets. 
Multilayer hidden conditional random fields As most clinical data are weakly superivsed, 
usually only in image-labeled level, it is necessory to develop methods analyzing those data, 
especially those obtained in early years.  For this end,  Li, et al. [10] designed multilayer hidden 
conditional random fields (MHCRF) framework that could make use of both traditional feature 
extraction methods and machine learning feature extraction methods to classify cancerous 
histopathological images with only image-level labels available. They first extracted features with 
hand-crafted RGB gray histogram, Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), DAISY, gray-level 
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) as well as state-of-art 
Inception-V3, VGG-16. Then the features were classified with classifiers including SVMs, 
artificial neural network (ANN), and random forest (RF). Then the best combinations of the 
patch-level feature-classifier were selected and used jointly for image-level classification and joint 
probability selected to generate the unary and binary potentials of the images. Finally, the MHCRF 
that could utilize sequential and context information in images was trained based on the above 
potentials to carry out the final image-level classification, thus further increasing the accuracy. The 
authors not only implemented and analyzed the proposed method on gastric histopathological 
images but also on cervical histopathological images, which showed the possibility of 
extrapolating the proposed method although with a relatively better performance on gastric 
dataset. 
CNN combined with bag of features (BoF) Ishihara, et al. [6] developed a gastric cancer risk 
detection method from a single X-ray image of a patient labeled after clinical examination. The 
authors separated the entire images into patches and developed a patch-based CNN model. A 
relevance score was calculated based on the output of the CNN and a number of patches most 
related to the image-level label selected. Then the CNN was retained with the selected patches for 
the following work. To adjust to the difference of size and shape of patients’ gastric images, the 
authors implemented Bag of Features representation (BoF) on the output value of the intermediate 
layer of the CNN to extract representative features. Finally, whether the whole images having a 
risk of cancer was classified with the features via SVM. The comparison showed that this method 
outperformed the handcraft feature-based method and the performance of doctors. 
Multi-task learning framework Fang, et al. [9] also used a generic multi-task learning 
framework (MTL) to better learn some manually selected representations. The image patches in 
the tumor center were marked and extracted. A feature vector of each patch was obtained by a 
CNN and input to 2 distinctively and fully connected layers. For one the vector is used to predict 
selected auxiliary characteristics, including carcinoembryonic antigen level and clinical T stage, 
namely the auxiliary task. For another the vector is concatenated with the predicted characteristics 
to discriminate serosa invasion (T4 stage) in advanced gastric cancer, namely the major task. The 
auxiliary task and the major task made up the MTL. The model is trained with 2 strategies, 
starting with randomly initialized parameters or starting with model pretrained on ImageNet. The 
result showed that the MLT outperformed the commonly used single-task framework as well as 
the transfer learning strategy. The authors also implement the MLT on lung cancer images to show 
its generalization. 
Limited images require appropriate process  
Loss function-based conditional progressive growing GAN Togo, et al. [1] proposed the loss 
function-based conditional progressive growing GAN (LC-PGGAN) to solve the problem of 
insufficient image data for training powerful gastritis images classifiers. They first cropped 
patches from the original X-ray images. Then, fake images were generated by progressive growing 
GAN (PGGAN), which started with low resolution images and increased the resolution of 
generated images progressively by adding new layers to the generator and the discriminator. As a 
result, PGGAN could generate high resolution images as well as avoiding model collapse. 
Moreover, the authors further adjusted the loss function in PGGAN enabling the model to process 
conditional information, so that the LC-PGGAN could judge the generated gastritis, non-gastritis, 
outside images as fake images differently. They implemented GAN-train that tested the classifier 
trained on the generated images with real image testing dataset to evaluate the quality of the 
generated images. The SVM trained on the images generated by LC-PGGAN outperformed 
PGGAN and DCGAN, but still could not catch up with the performance of SVM trained on real 
images. 
Transfer learning  Liu, et al. [5] implemented transfer learning to compensate for the 
unavailability of large dataset to train a deep learning network. Serval CNNs pretrained on large 
nature image dataset were considered and Inception-v3 pretrained on ImageNet chosen as the best 
CNN for the following experiments. They compared different transfer learning scenarios including 
fine-tuning all layers, front half of the layers, and only fully-connected layers and showed that all 
layers fine-tuned network preformed the best. The reason may be the low-level features of M-NBI 
images is different to nature images. Moreover, the transfer learning method outperformed 
traditional machine learning methods with handcraft features extracted by local binary pattern 
(LBP), complete local binary pattern (CLBP), Gabor filter and Gray-level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) and classified by support vector machine (SVM). 
Similarly, Sakai, et al. [11] produced a heatmap probability for early gastric cancer to assist 
diagnosis. They cropped 100 patches (224x224) randomly from each of the selected cancer images 
to form the cancer image training set, including over 80% of cancerous regions for each patch. 
The normal image training set was formed by cropping patches randomly from normal region in 
cancer images as well as completely from normal images. Then the parameters of GoogLeNet 
pretrained on ImageNet were fine-tuned to obtain a transfer learning classifier. To detect lesions, 
they cropped partly overlapped patches from the endoscopy images and obtained a heatmap 
indicating the probability of having early gastric cancer in the patches, which assisted doctors with 
useful information for diagnosis.   
Multi-instance Learning (MIL) MIL is suitable for CT sequence that can provide depth 
information. Fang, et al. [2] formulated the cancer classification as a generalized multi-instance 
learning task where the CT volume of one patient was a bag and the patches cropped from the CT 
image were the instance. The difference was they took a group of informative patches rather than 
one dissipative instance in a positive bag to adjust to the intra-class variation and inter-class 
ambiguity in the images of gastric cancer. In this case, a weakly supervised learning method was 
needed and they finally developed a CNN model trained by 2 stages, which can provide accurate 
classification and a guidance to recognize other tissues in the image. The author showed that the 
final performance of the model outperformed a standard CNN model and a texture-based model 
with 90 extracted hand-craft texture features. Viewing the problem as a multi-instance learning 
task is promising for analyzing medical images lacking of annotations. 
By identifying the cancerous multiple layer CT images, one could obtain the tumor invasion depth 
information. Li, et al. [3] formulated this task as a multiple instance learning (MIL) task, in which 
each image was a bag and patches extracted from the image were instances. They first extracted 
patches with initial seed points in both suspected and normal region in gastric wall to ensure the 
existence of positive instances in positive bags. Then they extracted bag-level features as well as 
instance-level features for better representation. For bag-level features, statistical features 
including location, cross-sectional dimension, morphological characteristics and spectral CT 
features including monochromatic CT values (Hu), material density measurements, Effective-Z 
values were extracted. For instance-level features, the response of circular Gabor filter (CGF) 
convoluted with a mask was utilized to extract texture features.  
Time consuming should be considered in practical application  
When it comes to practical application of cancer classification, besides accuracy, the time for a 
model to classify an image should be taken into account, especially when processing 
high-resolution whole slide images (WSI). Kong, et al. [8] tried to solve this problem by model 
compression that trained a small efficient “student” network with fewer parameters while having 
the ability of accessing large “teacher” network with high accuracy. A small network utilizing 
depthwise separable convolution was regarded as the student network, which reduced large 
amount of computation comparing to convolution operation. The large network Inception V3 was 
used as the teacher network. The teacher network is pretrained on the patches of the original WSI 
and reached high accuracy. The student network was then trained on the above patches again with 
a customized loss function that guided the student network to learn the features (intermediate 
layers) and outputs of the teacher network. To further reduce the memory cost of the small 
network, the authors transformed the fully connected layers to full convolution networks (FCN). 
In addition, FCN allowed the network to handle arbitrary size of images including WSI. Finally, a 
probability map of the input WSI was obtained and used for classification. In terms of average 
FROC, the performance of the proposed small network was almost the same as the large Inception 
V3, but the processing time about 5 times faster. 
Cancer Region Detection and Segmentation 
Cancer region detection (D) and segmentation (S) provide more guidance for medical approach 
than classification, and more researches in this area are demanding. Besides insufficient images, 
annotation (ground truth) cost is higher in this task than in classification. Consequently, GAN is 
also supposed to play its role for data generation along with proper annotation [20]. Weekly 
supervised method also helps to reduce the annotation cost [21].  
Synthesized images For the number of patients with gastric cancer is small and the cost of expert 
annotation is high, the problem of lacking training data always interferes the performance of 
cancer detection model even with data augmentation methods. The main contribution of 
Kanayama, et al. [20] was that they proposed a method based on GAN to enlarge the dataset of 
annotated gastric lesion image with a small lesion image dataset (1% of the normal image). They 
augmented their database by flipping, rotation, grayscale, and channel shuffle techniques. They 
generated new cancer image by smoothly synthesizing normal gastric images and the lesion part 
of images with lesion, so that the new image had already been annotated with bounding box once 
it was generated. A discriminator consisted of a local and a global discriminator focusing on the 
whole image and a small area including the lesion part of the generated image respectively was 
constructed to judge the generated images. The discriminator ensured the generated images to look 
real and the lesion part to be synthesized smoothly. The GAN proposed in this paper generated 
lesion image more clearly than the well-known DCGAN. The authors then trained a cancer 
detection network with the enlarged dataset and the result showed that the enlarged dataset 
increased the performance of the network. 
Combination of various methods to generate more precise detection  Ural, et al. [22] 
developed a gastric cancer regional detection system by analyzing the power spectrum density of 
processed CT images. The authors applied Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to separate the real and 
imaginary part of an image. Then, Log transform was taken on the amplitude of the result of FFT 
to compress lightness and expand darkness. Finally, the Power Spectrum Density (PSD) curve of 
the images were obtained and cancerous regions related to recognizable frequency range in PSD 
curve. The location of normal and cancerous region of 25 in 30 patients were detected successfully 
with the proposed method. The combination of FFT and Log transform also outperformed 
methods that using these 2 algorithms respectively. 
Encoder-decoder system Sun, et al. [23] have done lots of experiments on different network 
structures before proposing their segmentation method with high accuracy. Based on 
ResNetV2-101 pretrained on ImageNet, they constructed an encoder. A semantic-level embedding 
strategy proved by DeeplabV3+ upsampling and fusing different semantic-level features in the 
encoder to a simple decoder were proposed. They built a lightweight decoder with depthwise 
separable convolution and a residual connection to refine boundary. Finally, they implemented 
dense upsampling to refine segmentation details. The authors claimed that their methods would 
perform better with a more powerful hardware to take full advantage of bath normalization. 
Fully convolutional network (FCN) Pixel-level bionomical image annotation relies heavily on 
specialists and cost lots of time. Therefore, there is a lack of training data for fully supervised 
learning. Liang, et al. [21] proposed a weakly supervised segmentation method based on FCN, 
which only requires partially annotated image for training and costs less for data labeling. They 
applied an overlapped region forecast (ORF) method to avoid coarse predictions by ensuring that a 
more complete boundary e.g. a protrusion is more likely to be included in a single patch. The key 
step for their weakly supervised was a reiterative learning framework that was iteratively trained 
on self-annotated dataset. They reserved the high probability annotations presented by the model 
trained on the partially annotated dataset and combined them with the original labels. The model 
was then fine-tuned on the augmented dataset with 2 sampling methods. The model increased its 
performance iteratively, but they also pointed out that their method could not completely avoid the 
problem of overfitting. Their original dataset was provided by the 2017 China Big Data and 
Artificial Intelligence Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition. 
Region Growing (RG) Yasar, et al. [24] conducted some researches on endoscopy image with 
Region Growing (RG) and Statistical Region Merging (SRM) to segment cancerous regions. RG 
starts from a selected initial pixel and clusters the similar pixels in the neighbor to a same region 
iteratively. SRM is a colored image segmentation technique that starts with one region per pixel 
and applies statistical test on the neighboring region, in which case similar regions will be merged 
iteratively. The authors also implemented RG on the identified area segmented by SRM, namely 
statistical region merging with region growing (SRMWRG), to combine the missing area of SRM. 
The ground truth was annotated by doctors and pixel matching used to measure the performance 
of the methods. The final results showed that RG was the method with highest performance. 
Mueller matrix Wang, et al. [25] investigated the potential of Mueller matrix for 3 category 
image segmentation (digital staining), cancer, dysplasia, and intestinal metaplasia/normal glands. 
Each region of interest (ROI) represented a point on the final digital stained images, and all the 
pixel information on the input data within a ROI was averaged as one point. Different sizes of ROI 
were investigated, in which case larger ROI yielded lower resolution digital stained images. ROI 
of 1x1 could be viewed as pixel level segmentation and ROI of 640x512 (the size of the image) be 
viewed as image level classification. The authors finally decided to use ROI of 8x8 as a trade of 
between accuracy and resolution. In each sample, 2 thin vertical sections next to each other were 
obtained, one of which was Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained while another stays unstained. 
The H&E stained section helped to locate the demanding imaging region of the corresponding 
unstained section. The unstained one was processed with polarimetry imaging and Mueller matrix 
obtained, after which the unstained section was stained and analyzed by specialist for validation. 
They performed two-step classification that classified low-risk group (intestinal metaplasia/normal 
glands) and high-risk group (cancer and dysplasia) firstly and then classified cancer and dysplasia 
in the high-risk group, for it is more distinguishable between high- and low-risk groups. The 
author discovered that using the selected Mueller matrix elements outperformed their derivatives 
like polarization parameter and principal component scores. Linear discriminant analysis was 
implemented to find the optimal combination of the elements. By classifying the ROIs, image 
segmentation (digital staining) was obtained. For different size of ROI, 640x512, 8x8, and 1x1, 
the overall accuracies are 0.75, 0.59, and 0.56 respectively. The accuracy of identifying dysplasia 
is low, may  reflect the minor difference between high and low grade of dysplasia. 
Hue-texture-embedded region-based model Liu, et al. [26] proposed a Hue-texture-embedded 
region-based model utilizing global and local information for segment gastric abnormalities, 
including chronic gastritis, metaplasia, atrophy, neoplasia and early gastric cancer. For the fact that 
lesions differ in color and shape of microvessels, the authors extracted features from color and 
microvessels for image segmentation. Hue transformation followed by Gaussian smooth filter was 
utilized to define the global hue energy functional representing color variations. Pixel 
inhomogeneity with adaptive threshold processed on M-NBI saturation images was utilized to 
define the local microvascular texture energy functional representing local pixel similarity. They 
proposed a novel Hue-texture-embedded joint energy with the combination of the above energy 
functional and a length regularization. With the framework of C-V model and 
Hue-texture-embedded joint energy, Hue-texture-embedded region-based model was constructed 
and outperformed the C-V model. The method could handle different abnormalities but be 
adequate only for specific ME-NBI scenario. 
Other less researched but important questions  
Cell-level analyzation is time consuming when cells distribute densely in an image, but helpful for 
diagnosis, for example analyzing lymph nodules [27] and cell nucleus [28]. Panoramic view [29] 
and 3D reconstructed model [30] provide broader view for doctors to make more comprehensive 
diagnosis. Cell tracking [31] helps to analyze movement of cells. 
Lymph nodule counting Zhengdong, et al. [27] proposed a method based on Faster R-CNN 
transferred from ImageNet to efficiently detect and localize metastatic lymph in a single CT image, 
which would take about 10-15s to analyze the full sequence CT images. They asked the specialists 
to annotate the images after reading the patents’ pathology report to increase the reliability of the 
training data. In the future, the authors will focus on divided the lymph nodules into different 
medical situations and groups, as well as making use of context information in CT sequences. 
Nuclear segmentation  Phoulady, et al. [28] proposed a hierarchical multilevel thresholding 
method to segment nucleus. They firstly implemented color deconvolution based on Beer-Lambert 
Law and used hematoxylin channel grayscale image processed with opening by reconstruction for 
nuclear segmentation. Then they binarized the image iteratively with multilevel thresholding 
based on the Otsu method, in which case each subsequence binarization generated a subset of 
regions from the previous binarization. Visually, the segmentation result was inside the nuclei area, 
so they finally dilated the segmentation region with a 1-pixel radius disk. Their proposed method 
was tested on a variety of tissue and shows its generalization. 
Local and global panoramic view Liu, et al. [29] proposed a method by using local and global 
panoramic gastric view with gastroscopy to broaden the field of view (FOV) and provide more 
sufficient information for doctors. A gastroscopy attached with a 6 degree of freedom (6-DOF) 
sensor was employed to obtain image sequence and position of the camera. The fisheye effect of 
the endoscope was calibrated and the position relationship between the scope and sensor 
calibrated by a hand-eye calibration before clinical application. For real-time local panoramic, the 
image was projected to a plane parallel to the 6-DOF position and the current displayed frame was 
stitched with the adjacent frame to broaden the FOV. The composited images were normalized in 
intensity channel in HSI format to avoid generating apparent visual edge artifacts and blended 
with the multiresolution pyramidal algorithm followed by cubic interpolation to solve the 
discontinuity. For global panoramic, the authors initially constrained the mosaicking with a 
dual-cubic to simplify and represent the complexed bean shape stomach. The dual-cubic model 
was built by optimizing the least square residual between the dual-cubic and the position of the 
selected landmark in stomach touched by the endoscopist during examination. The authors 
selected the frames that parallel to the face of dual-cubic to reduce distortion and select proper 
overlay percentages to reduce the computational cost while ensure the accuracy of mosaicking 
process. They also implemented the bundle adjustment (BA) algorithm to improve the stitching 
accuracy. The local and global panoramic views was helpful for cancer diagnose and 
intraoperative navigation. 
3D  reconstruction Widya, et al. [30] reconstructed 3D shape of a whole stomach from 
endoscopy videos and compared the performance with and without spraying indigo carmine (IC) 
color dye. Initially, camera calibration, frame extraction, and color channel separation were 
utilized to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters like focal length, projection center, and 
distortion parameters, which helped to better reconstruct and correct distortion. The authors 
implemented single channel input structure-from-motion (SfM) that extracted features with SIFT 
then matched the features to construct 3D points, optimized by bundle adjustment. The 3D points 
were meshed with screened Poisson surface reconstruction and applied with texture. Widya, et al. 
[30] discovered that the red channel of the video with IC blue dye achieved the best result. 
Cell tracking in a video sequence seldom obtained good results, but is useful in practice like 
investigating effect of different drugs by the movement trajectories of cells. Dorfer, et al. [31] 
proposed a method to recover spatio-temporal cancer cell trajectories with the help of an 
approximate path without temporal information annotated by a user watching the video sequence 
of cells. Automated cell detection method developed in the previous study (Kazmar et al., 2010) is 
used to detect cells in a frame in the video. The closet points of the detected cells on the given 
approximate path are named as projections. Then a graph with a start point and an end point is 
formed, in which the nodes corresponds to the projections as well as the weighted edges are 
constructed based on the number of frames between the corresponding projections. The shortest 
path from start to end in the graph is determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm. Finally, the path is 
re-parameterized as a one-dimensional function by the projections in the shortest path, where the 
temporal information is given by the order of frames. They can also determine a spatio-temporal 
path that goes through the corresponding detected cells of the projections in the shortest path. The 
authors apply their method on the video of cultivated cancer cells on a matrix-coated glass-bottom 
culture dish and receive satisfying results. 
4. DISSCUSION 
Insufficiency in Datasets is the bottleneck for developing powerful models 
Datasets are the images with their corresponding annotations. For one thing, the number of people 
who have gastric cancer or gastritis is limited and researchers can only have access to the images 
belong to their cooperative hospital. So, the number of accessible images is limited. For another, 
high quality annotation or labeling for images relays heavily on the experts’ experience and is time 
consuming. Consequently, the difficulties of annotating images further exacerbate the 
insufficiency of datasets. The insufficiency of datasets has been a bottleneck for developing 
powerful models to assist diagnosis and always results in the concern of model overfitting. There 
are some publicly available datasets, pathological images dataset BOT with work [4], and 
chromoendoscopy images dataset AIDA-E with works [12, 15]. 
Producing more images with annotations Data augmentation is an approach to enlarge the 
dataset by transformation like rotation, flipping, changing brightness and so on. Data 
augmentation also helps to address overfitting caused by taking images under specific situation 
(angle, brightness, etc.). It is easy to notice that the annotation information is kept after 
transformation. Data augmentation is easy but effective. 
A generative adversarial network (GAN) with a generation and a discriminator is a commonly 
adopted machine learning approach to enlarge the dataset with faked images with the same 
distribution as the real images. Basically, the generator tries to generate images look more and 
more real iteratively, while the discriminator tries to discriminate fake generated images from the 
real images iteratively. Under the adversarial situation, the generator can generate alike but new 
images thus enlarge the dataset. To have better annotation, Togo, et al. [1] adopt conditional GAN, 
and Kanayama, et al. [20] synthesize normal images and cancerous images at specified location. 
Developing more powerful models on the limited datasets Transfer learning that utilized the 
model with parameters pretrained on a sufficient dataset on the insufficient medical dataset have 
the potential to perform well. The approach is based on the observation that the shallow layer of 
deep learning models differs slightly even if they are developed for different tasks. The powerful 
pretrained models are mostly developed from nature images datasets, like ImageNet. However, the 
efficiency of transfer learning from nature images is still remain doubtful, for the reason that 
nature images differs greatly from medical images [21].  
Weakly supervised learning is an approach aiming at developing a powerful model with less 
annotation cost which is easier to obtain. For segmentation, doctors need not to spend energy on 
annotating detailed boundary of cancer as ground truth [21]. Multi-instance learning from CT 
sequence is almost annotation free, for we confirm that at least 1 abnormal image must exist in the 
CT sequence of sick people [2, 3]. 
Feature extraction and selection are crucial for better modeling 
For image processing, we need to extract features, a numeric vector, to represent the input image 
in a high dimensional space for later handling the medical image processing tasks. There are 2 
main kinds of feature extraction methods, one is the machine learning methods, the other is the 
traditional hand-crafted methods. There is a growing tendency of implementing machine learning 
techniques. 
Hand-crafted features Hand-crafted features always utilized with a specific filter or matrix, and 
they rely on the researchers’ intuition to calculate statistical representation. GLCM takes account 
of frequencies of gray level pixels appearing on a specific distance and angle. Gabor filter is 
adopted to capture frequency information. Principal component analysis (PCA) that carry out 
independent prime component with orthogonal transformation is frequently used for feature 
selection. 
Machine learning usually outperforms traditional methods Convolutional neural network 
(CNN) is basically a dimension reduction method that reduces dimensionality in each layer after 
convoluting the former layers. CNN also have the ability to discover the relevance within a local 
area. The machine learning methods discussed in this paper are mostly developed based on CNN. 
With CNN, we can extract features followed by a classifier, or we can directly input an image to 
CNN and output the classification result. Indeed, we can make an explanation that the 
convolutional layers in CNN extract features and the fully connected layers in CNN act as a 
classifier. However, the boundary of feature extraction then classifies blurred. A few of CNN have 
well performance on processing nature images, like AlexNet, ResNet, GoogLeNet, DenseNet, etc. 
SVM is mostly one of the best classifiers 
As mentioned above, machine learning methods blurs the boundary between features extraction 
and classification. But as an individual classifier, we have support vector machine (SVM), random 
forest (RF), etc. SVM always reaches the highest performance. 
Segmentation methods need more researches 
Traditional region growing (RG), statistical region merging (SRM), Chan-Vese (C-V) model all 
carry out segmentation result by applying statistical test or defining an intuitive function. Machine 
learning methods need to outputs pixel-level classification, the same size as the input image, to 
carry out segmentation results. To achieve this, we have fully convolutional network (FCN) that 
utilize deconvolution operation and encoder-decoder based network that utilize a decoder network 
to outputs pixel-level segmentation. The convolution operation in FCN and encoder in 
encoder-decoder based network can be regarded as feature extraction methods. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Computer vision techniques are promising for the diagnosis of gastric cancer and gastritis in that it 
is faster and labor-saving. Basically, lesion classification, cancer region detection and 
segmentation are the main tasks to find whether there are lesions or cancers, and where they are. 
Although the insufficiency of datasets has been an obstacle for developing powerful robust models 
for gastric image processing, machine learning methods usually outperform hand-crafted methods 
on feature extraction. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) have been implemented to enlarge 
the datasets and showed exciting performance. A number of methods, such as, CNN, Gabor filter, 
Gray-level co-occurrence matrix have been developed to extract more representative features.  
Among the classifies, such as support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression, random forest 
and naive Bayes, SVM has been the best classifier. Fully convolutional networks (FCN), region 
growing, Chan-Vese model, etc., have been utilized to segment cancerous regions in images. Until 
now, more than a half of the researches have focused on lesion classification, and more researches 
are needed to focus on region detection and segmentation. Moreover, other approaches to broaden 
the doctor’s view, detect lymph nodules, segment nuclei, track cells can also help people with 
gastric cancer. We believe that as soon as more datasets made published or accessible across 
hospitals, computer vision assisted diagnosis will get into a new era that is indispensable for 
clinical doctors.  
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